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Abstract: Blade-coating of pastes (yield stress fluids) consists of coating the fluid by pushing
and spreading it over a solid substrate. It is a widely used process in civil engineering (mortars,
cement pastes, rendering, paints) and in cosmetics (coating of gels or creams). Here we study
this process experimentally by displacing horizontally a vertical plate partially immersed in
the initially uniform layer of model yield stress fluid (Carbopol gel). We look at the impact of
the initial fluid thickness, the scratched layer thickness, the fluid yield stress, and the blade
velocity. The analysis is completed by rough PIV measurements. We show that the
displacement of the blade at a constant distance from the solid plane induces, behind the blade,
the formation of a uniform layer of thickness equal to 1.09 times this distance. In front of the
blade the fluid forms a heap of growing volume. It appears that this heap advances over the
initial uniform layer which induces a shear in a band between two almost undeformed blocks.
It is shown that the shape of this heap results from the momentum balance on the fluid volume
submitted to gravity and shear stress (along the shear-band). Nevertheless the force to apply
on the blade is larger than the stress along the band times the band surface by a factor larger
than 1.5, which might result from normal force due to heap weight and elastic deformation in
the upstream static layer.
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1. Introduction
In our everyday life we commonly extract objects from baths of fluids which are then spread
over some solid surface (i.e. the substrate). In cosmetics we use our hands to extract cream, gel
or foam from a container and then coat it on our skin. In cooking, often with the help of a knife,
we coat melt chocolate, peanut butter or sauce on bread. In civil engineering we coat paint on
walls, mortar between bricks, rendering over walls, cement paste on some ground, etc, with the
help of a brush or a trowel. All these applications deal with yield stress fluids initially coated
in the form of a thick layer over the substrate. This layer is then spread by moving the tool
parallel to the substrate and maintaining the tool tip at a distance from the substrate, smaller
than the initial layer thickness. Thus the flow results from the displacement, parallel to the
bottom, of a more or less inclined blade plunged in a layer of yield stress fluid.
In general, in such a situation one aims at getting a uniform layer of a given thickness and
minimizing the energy needed for that. However in all the above mentioned applications one
can only rely on an empirical know-how to try to reach these objectives. The goal of the present
work is to provide some basic fundamental knowledge of this process.
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This process is reminiscent of the blade-coating of liquids, which is one of the various
possibilities to coat solid surface with a fluid [1]. In that case, some liquid layer is first coated
onto a solid surface moving out of a bath of liquid and then a blade, positioned at some distance
from the solid surface, tends to reduce the thickness of the liquid layer. In other cases, there is
no initial coating stage, the bath of liquid is directly in front of the blade, which governs the
flow characteristics and in particular the layer thickness remaining behind. Various industrial
processes (food, textile or paper industries, civil engineering) rely on this technique to coat
surfaces. The stakes of research in that field are to understand the fluid flow properties in order
to optimize process parameters (geometrical characteristics of the blade, relative velocity of the
blade and the surface to coat, rheological properties of the fluid) and to ensure the uniformity
and the stability of the coated layer.

Figure 1: Schemes of the principle of blade-coating for fluids (a) and scratch test for solids
(b).

Here we will focus on the simplest case of a solid substrate moving at a constant velocity V
and bringing with it some fluid amount (see Figure 1a). Thus we do not consider the case of a
fluid reaching the blade with a velocity larger than that of the substrate. A blade is positioned
at some place, which tends to retain some part of the fluid. Note that in the frame attached to
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the plane these conditions correspond to the coating process of yield stress fluids in cooking,
cosmetics or civil engineering (see above). Let us now consider the flow characteristics in the
frame attached to the blade. Assuming no wall slip along the solid surfaces, the velocity profile
between the blade tip and the solid plane must respect two boundary conditions: v( y  0)  V
and v( y  h0 )  0 . Since here the fluid approaches the blade essentially as a plug flow (i.e.

v( y)  V ) the velocity profile in the fluid below the blade is a “perturbation” of this profile (see
Figure 1). To be more precise we define this perturbation as a scalar p equal to the relative
difference of the velocity integral and that of the uniform profile: p  1  

h0

0

v( y)

h0V dy . Far

from the blade the fluid is necessarily at rest relatively to the substrate and we assume it exhibits
a uniform thickness h . The mass conservation then implies that



h0

0

v( y)dy  hV , so that we

have h  (1  p)h0 .
For a homogeneous simple shear between the two boundaries, i.e. v( y)  (1  y h0 )V , the
perturbation is equal to 1/2 so that we have h  h0 2 . Actually, such a simple shear can only
be obtained if the blade is replaced by a long horizontal solid plane in contact with the fluid and
parallel to the substrate. Indeed a relatively thin blade essentially induces a local perturbation
of the flow of the fluid layer lying on the substrate, and in that case the shear rate will be larger
than for a homogeneous shear at the approach of blade tip and smaller at the approach of the
substrate which tends to fix the fluid on it over a much larger distance than the blade thickness.
In fact the exact response is governed by the constitutive equation of the material and the stress
distribution. As a consequence we can expect a smaller perturbation for a shear-thinning fluid,
and in particular for a yield stress fluid (the sheared region being more localized close to the
blade tip), which leads to a value for h higher than h0 2 , but anyway smaller than h0 . As a
consequence, even if we can hardly provide a full demonstration which would likely require a
full set of numerical simulations, it seems reasonable to consider that the maximum perturbation
corresponds to a simple shear, which means that h  h0 2 is the minimum value of the coated
thickness that can be obtained. On the other hand, following the above reasoning we expect that
the maximum value of the coated thickness to be h0 , a situation corresponding typically to a
pure plastic flow for which the shear would be localized in an infinitely thin layer along the
blade tip (see below).
More sophisticated existing studies dedicated to blade-coating tend to confirm these
conclusions and go farther: for simple liquids h remains inferior to the gap and larger than half
its value [2], h essentially depends on the blade geometry [3-5], h increases with the blade
inclination and slightly decreases with the blade velocity [5], shear-thinning effects increases
h which remains smaller than the gap [3-4, 6-7], elastic effects are in competition with viscous
ones, decreasing h [3, 4, 8]. Some of these works present flow visualizations through
streamlines [4-6] or qualitative direct observations [9]. It appears [9] that the flow shape and
the volume of fluid at stake are strongly dependent on the fluid viscoelastic properties, leading
to the formation of dead zones or even reverse flows. To our knowledge, only a very small
number of works focused on coating flows with yield stress fluids: dip-coating [10-11], roll3

over-web coating [12], coating with a (vertically free) blade moving along a layer with a focus
on the flow instability [13], spreading of emulsions on glass plate with a special focus on
wetting process and phase inversion at low thickness [14]. Recently a work focused on the flow
through a wedge, induced by the displacement of the bottom plane [15]. In that case the whole
fluid volume is initially inside the wedge and starts to flow at the beginning of the test, a
situation which differs from that studied here for which the fluid volume pushed by the blade
continuously grows. However, in this work, direct visualization through a wall provided
interesting information on the internal flow characteristics of a yield stress fluid flowing
through a wedge, a situation corresponding to that encountered in our case in the fluid region
below the blade.
Considering now essentially the plastic behavior of the yield stress fluid, which is equivalent to
have a strong shear-thinning behavior (see above), the perturbation should be extremely small
and we can expect that h  h0 . Under these conditions the blade-coating process for yield
stress fluid is reminiscent of the scratch test used for solids [16]. In that case the material which
has just been scratched tends to accumulate in front of the blade keeping its new shape (see
Figure 1b). The obtained value for the thickness of the layer behind the blade is generally not
discussed, it seems to be expected to be equal to h0 . In that frame the critical trend which is
observed and discussed is the force exerted onto the blade by the material as a function of the
material properties, the blade geometry and the depth of penetration [16].
Here we study experimentally the horizontal coating of simple yield stress fluids on a flat
surface with a thin blade. We look at the overall aspects of the flow and the variation of the
coated thickness as a function of the velocity, the fluid behavior and the distance between the
blade and plane. First, we present the material, equipment and procedures (section 2). Then we
discuss the general shape of the flow, focusing on the geometrical characteristics of the heap of
fluid that forms ahead of the blade and on the force applied on the tool. We also look at the
local velocity field inside the fluid through rough PIV measurements (section 3). Finally, we
analyze and put in perspective our different results to suggest different models explaining the
phenomena (section 4).

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Materials
As yield stress fluids, we used solutions of Carbopol 980 in water at different concentrations
(see [17] for details on material preparation). To characterize their flow curves, rheometrical
tests were carried out with a Bohlin C-VOR rheometer equipped with two circular rough
parallel plates to prevent slippage (diameter 4cm; waterproof sandpaper of average particle
diameter 120μm). Sweep tests were performed: the stress was increased logarithmically in time
(for 3 min) and then decreased for the same time. The data in the decreasing ramp are considered
as describing the material behaviour in steady state. These materials behave as simple yield
stress fluids with negligible thixotropy. The flow curve representing the steady state shear stress
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as a function of the shear rate can be very well fitted over four decades of shear rates [10-2; 102
s-1] by a Herschel-Bulkley model (see Figure 2) The resulting behavior in simple shear is
   c    0 (solid regime) and    c     c  k n (liquid regime), where  is the shear
rate and  c , k and n are parameters depending on the material characteristics. For our
experiments, we prepared three Carbopol gels for which  c is 42, 49 and 98 Pa. In the following
we will refer to the different materials through their yield stress value.
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Figure 2: Flow curves of our Carbopol gels. The dashed lines correspond to a HerschelBulkley model fitted to data with n=0.35 and: τc = 42 Pa, k = 16 Pa.sn (squares); τc = 49 Pa,
k = 24.5 Pa.sn (circles) and τc = 98 Pa, k = 58 Pa.sn (diamond).

2.2 Blade-coating experiment
Set-up
The set-up is composed of a parallelepiped Plexiglas channel put on a linear motor stage, a
vertical blade, two force sensors, an acquisition system and a camera (see Figure 3). The
channel is 140 cm-long and 12cm-large. There are two 14.5 cm-high lateral walls. The two
extremities of the channel are free to prevent them from disturbing the flow. The channel may
be moved over 80 cm at a velocity between 1 and 500 mm/s. The blade is a 12 cm side square
and 2 mm thick piece of aluminum. This blade can be considered as perfectly rigid during our
tests: under the action of a 10 N force at its extremity the induced displacement is of the order
of 0.5 mm, which is far smaller than the relative displacements of the blade and the channel
observed in our tests. There is a 1 mm gap between the blade sides and the channel sides in
order to limit the effects of wall frictions. Direct observations suggest that the fluid flow through
this gap is negligible. A CCD camera is fixed to the structure that holds the blade and takes
videos on the aspect of the flow around the blade seen from a channel side. The blade is directly
linked to two 50 N±10−2 N Utilcell double bending beam load cells. The structure of these
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sensors is such that we directly record the horizontal and vertical forces applied to the blade
even if the point of application of this force is at some distance from the cell. Since force data
presented here correspond to a vertical blade, these two forces are respectively the normal and
tangential force applied to the blade. We also carried various experiments at different angles
(22°, 45°) of the blade around the blade tip and with regards to the vertical (positive angle in
the flow direction) but in that case we only measured the thickness of the coated layer. Note
that there is no wall slip of Carbopol gels along the aluminium plate. We checked that by putting
a sample heap on the plate and inclining it very progressively. We could observe that the contact
line situated upstream remained fixed even when the material started to flow and spread
significantly over the plate.

Figure 3: Overal view of the set up (camera not shown).

Procedure
In order to start each test with a uniform layer, we first pour a given volume of fluid, then the
blade is plunged down to a certain depth inside this layer and the channel is moved horizontally
so that the blade reaches the edge of the fluid layer. This gives the initial configuration, in the
form of a 120-mm-wide layer, approximately 800 mm long, and of uniform thickness h1 .
Afterwards the blade is removed and cleaned, and the channel is put back to its initial position.
The blade is then moved down to a new distance h0 from the channel bottom. The experiment
is launched when the channel starts moving at a velocity V . It stops when the height of the
heap of fluid that forms in front of the blade starts decreasing, which means that the blade is
too close to the edge of the initial layer so that the heap starts to spread beyond this edge. Note
that since in the final state of this experiment, a new layer of uniform thickness has formed, this
situation can be used as the initial state of the next test. In our tests h1 was varied between 5
and 37 mm and h0 between 2 and 30 mm so as to scrape a layer of fluid of height h1  h0 equal
to 3, 5 or 10 mm. Finally the experimental conditions for a given test are the set of parameters
(  c , h1, h0 ,V ) (see Table 1). In each case the tested channel velocities were 1, 5, 50 and 100
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mm.s-1. All the tests shown in Table 1 for 98 Pa have also been carried out for an angle of the
blade of 22° and for an angle of 45° relatively to the vertical direction.

 c (Pa)

h1 (mm)

h0 (mm)

 c (Pa)

h1 (mm)

h0 (mm)

 c (Pa)

h1 (mm)

h0 (mm)

98

37

27

49

17

7

42

17

7

98

17

7

49

20

15

42

20

15

98

30

25

49

15

10

42

15

10

98

20

15

49

7

2

42

7

2

98

15

10

49

5

2

42

5

2

98

7

2

98

5

2
Table 1: Blade-coating test parameters

The recorded information is the horizontal position d of the blade along the channel (initial
state: d  0 ), and the normal (horizontal) Fx and tangential (vertical) Fy forces applied onto
the blade all along this path. In addition, the geometrical characteristics of the flow are analyzed
from the movies. Images are selected for each 5cm-displacement of the channel and different
measures are taken directly on these pictures. The uncertainty on such measurements is about
0.5 mm in the uniform regions (see below) but may reach a few millimeters in more complex
regions.

2.3 Description of internal flow characteristics
We determined experimentally the velocity field inside the fluid using the Particle Image
Velocimetry technique. Due to technical limitations, we could not perform a full proper analysis
using a laser sheet and small tracers. Indeed the free surface of the heap largely deforms during
the experiment while not being perfectly planar; thus it strongly diffracts and reflects the laser
light, preventing from detecting the tracers. Instead, we used the bubbles inside the fluid to
obtain approximate velocity fields.
The films were analyzed using the commercial software DaVis, with the protocol described in
[10, 17]. Each image was divided into squares of correlation of 24 x 24 pixels (35 pixels = 1
cm). On a given stack of images, we used a cross-correlation technique comparing successive
images through the determination of the average particles displacements between two pictures
in every correlation square. The first image was compared to the second one, the second one to
the third one and so on, taking into account all the images of a given stack. Then all the
correlations were averaged to give the final velocity field of the stack of images. In these fields,
there is one velocity per correlation square.
The flow fields were obtained by averaging the pictures taken during about a 5cm-displacement
of the channel. Thus, the number of images per stack used to compute an averaged velocity
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field varies for each test and decreases with the plate velocity. Using a constant displacement
to compute the velocity field in the fluid whatever the plate velocity allows an easier comparison
between the data. When the blade is at a distance smaller than 10 mm from the bottom of the
channel, the thickness of the fluid region is too small to compute a proper velocity field in this
area.

3. Results
3.1 General shape of the flow

Figure 4: Aspect of the fluid at different times during the blade displacement (at a velocity
V = 5mm/s) over an initially uniform layer of yield stress fluid (τc = 98 Pa): (left)

h1  25 mm and h0  20 mm , (right) h1  7 mm and h0  2 mm , after different distances
d of displacement of the blade : (from top to bottom) 0, 150, 300, 450, 600 mm.
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As the blade is moved along the fluid layer two regions can be distinguished (see Figure 4):
behind the blade the fluid layer keeps a thickness close to h0 ; ahead of the blade the fluid is
strongly deformed, a heap of increasing volume develops. Note that except in a 1cm wide area
close to the channel walls, there is no observable transversal flow in the heap of fluid. The
thicknesses of the fluid layers ahead and behind the blade are approximately uniform along the
channel width. Note that the photos are misleading concerning this point. They were taken so
as to have a “3D” view of the fluid shape, and thus they give some idea of the fluid thickness
along the 3rd dimension, i.e. along the channel width, but the view in that direction is
compressed and due to the perspective the 12 cm of the channel width appear as a few
centimeters on the photo. In fact direct measurements at different moments during the
experiments made it possible to check that a given distance from the blade the depth slightly
varies over a distance of the order of 5 mm (about 2 mm behind the blade) from the wall, while
the depth is uniform along the rest of the width. This supports the conclusion that the flow
characteristics are identical over more than 90% of the width, and we can consider it as a “2D”
flow. We can also observe ondulations along the free surface of the heap. This is likely due to
some instability in the process of accumulation of material behind the blade. It is reminiscent
of the instability (coiling) occurring when a filament of yield stress fluid falls over a solid
surface [18], but we have no further explanation at this stage.

3.2 Geometrical characteristics of the flow
After about a 1cm-displacement of the blade, the fluid layer coated behind the blade reaches a
constant shape: it increases progressively from h0 to h over a distance of a few millimeters and
is uniform beyond this distance. In Figure 5 we plot h vs h0 for all the tests at different
velocities, yield stresses, layer thicknesses, blade angles and gaps. In this representation all the
data fall along a master curve, which can be well represented by:

h  1.09h0

(1)
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Figure 5: – Uniform coated layer thicknesses as a function of the gap between the blade
and the plane for all the tests. The dotted line corresponds to equation (1).

During a first stage the shape of the free surface in front of the blade in a vertical plane along
the channel axis is not simple and evolves as the blade progresses. We did not study further this
stage during which surface tension and deformations in the solid regime might play a major
role. Beyond some length of relative displacement we can observe a well-developed heap (see
Figure 6) which, as a first approximation, keeps an almost constant shape (of varying scale) that
we can describe with the help of only two characteristic lengths: its maximum height H and
its longitudinal extension L ahead of the blade (see Figure 6). The different lengths (H, L, h)
are measured on the pictures, all along the channel displacement. The uncertainty on H
measurements is about 2 mm, due to the irregularity of the free surface of the heap, while it is
around 10 mm on L due to the difficulty to identify precisely the end of the heap.
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Figure 6: Notations. The picture here corresponds to the flow of the fluid with a yield stress
τc = 49 Pa, at a blade velocity V = 50 mm/s, an initial layer thickness h1 = 10 mm and a gap

h0 =5 mm.

Typical examples of the growth of the height and length of the heap as a function of the
displacement of the channel are shown in Figure 7. It appears that in all cases L and H increase

with the distance, but their rate of increase decreases progressively as the channel advances.
Moreover, as it appears in Figure 7, the aspect ratio of the heap (i.e. H L ) can evolve in a very
different way for two tests even for the same scratched layer thickness (5 mm in those cases):
the length is significantly larger than the height when h0 is relatively large, say h0  7 mm ,
while otherwise ( h0  7 mm ) the length and height of the heap remain of the same order. Note
that the distinction of these regimes, and the identification of an approximate threshold in terms
of h0 , will be confirmed by the other measurements presented later. Obviously it would be
preferable to quantify the transition between these two regimes in terms of a dimensionless
number. We could for example think of a criterion based on the aspect ratio r  (h1  h0 ) h0 .
However this cannot be sufficient here because the other characteristic lengths of the flow, i.e.
the height and length of the heap, continuously evolve during the flow, which means for
example that other aspect ratios might play a role. As a consequence here we will simply retain
the above basic criterion of the transition, keeping in mind that we cannot say whether it is
appropriate out of our specific range of tests.
Let us now look more precisely at the variations of H as a function of L . It seems that there
is a fast initial increase of L up to L0 , which we were not able to measure. Then it appears (see
Figure 8) that H 2 is an affine function of L in our range of measurements, namely we have:
H 2   L  L0 

(for L  L0 )

(2)

We have no clear explanation about the origin of the constant L0 which does not seem to vary
in a simple way with the experimental conditions. It might depend on the initial exact conditions
of penetration of the blade and the complex deformation during the initial stage. Obviously a
complete modelling of the process from the very beginning of the flow should be able to include
the initial point L  0  H . However, for a sufficiently long motion this initial variation
becomes negligible. As a consequence in the following we will only consider the coefficient of
variation  as the hallmark of the shape dynamics of the heap. It appears that  increases
slowly with the velocity and is approximately proportional to the yield stress (see Figure 9).
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Figure 7: Height (squares) and length (circles) of the heap formed behind the blade as a
function of the displacement for flows with τc = 98 Pa and V = 1 mm/s, and: (filled symbols)
h1  20 mm , h0  15 mm , or (open symbols) h1  7 mm , h0  2 mm .
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Figure 8: Squared height as a function of length of the heap formed behind the blade for
flows with τc = 98 Pa and V = 1 mm/s, and: (filled squares) h1  20 mm , h0  15 mm ,
(stars) h1  17 mm , h0  10 mm , and (open squares) h1  7 mm , h0  2 mm . Dotted
straight lines are guides for the eye.
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Figure 9: Values of the coefficient  (equation (2)) as a function of the blade velocity for
τc=98 Pa and: (filled squares) h1  20 mm , h0  15 mm and (open squares) h1  7 mm ,
h0  2 mm . The inset shows the variations of

 as a function of the yield stress for V =

50 mm/s in these two situations.

3.3 Forces
For all tests the tangential force initially increases when the blade is displaced then it seems to
reach a plateau (see Figure 10). On the contrary the normal force continuously increases during
the displacement. In the following we will focus on the normal force, which will be referred to
as the “force”. Once again we apparently observe two regimes: for h0  7 mm the force curves
superimpose, which means that the force only depends on the scratched thickness ( h1  h0 )
(which is constant for all tests shown in Figure 10), and thus on the amount of fluid removed
(see Figure 10); for h0  7 mm even for the same scratched value, the force is slightly lower
(see Figure 10).
It appears that F is proportional to

d (see Figure 10):

F  d

(3)

where  is a coefficient which depends on the experimental conditions. For h0  7 mm  is
constant for a given scratched thickness (we do not have enough data in the other regime to
reach a conclusion on that point). This parameter is approximately proportional to the yield
stress but varies very slowly with the blade velocity (see Figure 11). Moreover it finally seems
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to depend essentially on the value of h1  h0 and not so much on the regime (i.e. either
h0  7 mm or h0  7 mm ) (see Figure 11).
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Figure 10: Tangential and normal forces as a function of the displacement for V = 5 mm/s,
τc = 98 Pa and: (thick continuous line) h1  25 mm , h0  20 mm , (thick dash line)
h1  20 mm , h0  15 mm , (thick dotted line) h1  15 mm , h0  10 mm , (thin line)

h1  7 mm , h0  2 mm . The symbols correspond to equation (3) with   0.126 N.mm- 1/2 .
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Figure 11: Values of the coefficient  (equation (3)) as a function of the blade velocity
for τc=98 Pa and: h0  7 mm h1  h0  10 mm (filled squares) or h1  h0  5 mm (filled
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circles); h0  7 mm and h1  h0  5 mm (open squares) or h1  h0  3 mm (open circles).
The inset shows the variations of  as a function of the yield stress for V = 50 mm/s.

3.4 Visualization of the flow
Our experimental determination by PIV of the velocity field can be considered as a rough view
of reality as it relies on the bubbles as tracers and it takes 3D images in white light to compute
2D fields. Here we use it essentially to appreciate the different regions of flow in a typical case.
Moreover, due to the uncertainty on data it is not relevant to attempt to extract precise
information from a comparison of the results when varying the flow parameters. Recall that
velocity fields are averaged over a time period corresponding to a 5 cm displacement of the
plane. This displacement does not affect our (qualitative) analysis below. Indeed the
corresponding maximum variation of H or L during that period is 20% (for the second picture
of Figure 12), falling to 15% then 10% for the next pictures. Figure 12 shows a series of pictures
of the velocity field in the frame of the blade at different steps of displacement of the plane.
Remarkable features can already be extracted from this rough view:
-

The uniform layers ahead of the heap and behind the blade are apparently at rest with
regards to the channel;
The heap in front of the blade has a velocity close to that of the blade, which suggests
that it is moved as a block by the blade;
There is a region of transition between the heap and a layer almost at rest along the
channel; overall the fluid is essentially sheared in this region of approximately uniform
thickness δ, i.e. this region ensures the transition from the heap moved almost as a block
with the blade and the layer at rest on the channel.

Thus, the coating in a channel of a yield stress fluid with a vertical thin blade consists of two
solid regions moving relatively to each other at a velocity V thanks to an approximately
uniformly sheared layer. The characteristic shear rate in this region is V  . Since the angle
between the shear-band direction and the horizontal is small, the length of this sheared layer is
approximately L . This aspect of the velocity field seems close to that found for the flow through
a wedge, i.e. with a large plug flow above a relatively thin sheared region [15].

15

Figure 12: Evolution of the experimental horizontal velocity field during the blade-coating
in a channel filled with yield stress fluid (τc = 98 Pa, V = 5 mm/s, h1  17 mm , h0  7 mm
). The pictures correspond to successive steps of displacement of 100 mm. In this
representation the blade has a velocity equal to zero (dark blue) while the channel has a
velocity V (red). The color bar is in mm/s.

4. Discussion
4.1 General considerations
Our observations suggest to see the blade-coating mainly as the displacement of a fluid amount
(heap) above a layer of fluid at rest. During such a process most of the two parts of material
remain in the solid regime but the fluid will be sheared in a relatively small layer at the interface
between these two regions. The size of the heap grows in time as the blade advances, leading
to an increase of the force needed to push the blade. In the following we analyze further the
variations of the flow characteristics in the light of this scheme. At least two different regimes
(with different evolutions of the force and heap geometry with the initial conditions) can be
observed depending on the distance (gap) between the blade tip and the solid plane. Although
we do not have sufficient data here to firmly support this conclusion the possible origin of the
transition between the two regimes is that the thickness of the shear-band becomes of the order
or lower than the gap.
The observation of a sheared layer of relatively small and almost constant thickness are
reminiscent of the flow characteristics observed for the motion of a yield stress fluid through a
large cylindrical pore [19] and the penetration [17] or withdrawal of a plate through a bath of
yield stress fluid [10-11, 20]. In these cases it was found that the flow develops in the form of
two rigid blocks of fluids sliding over each other with the help of an almost uniformly sheared
layer of thickness varying slowly with the velocity.
Note that in this frame the vertical force is neglected. If the heap was growing as a result of an
upward vertical flow we would expect the vertical force to continuously grow as the heap grows
in size. Our observations (from videos) in fact show that the heap does not form in that way:
the fluid (upstream) just reached by the wedge tip tends to be squeezed by the wedge
advancement and it seems that some part of it tends to move and slowly climb the wedge up to
the plate. This motion is in particular at the origin of the undulations which form along the free
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surface. Under these conditions the relative motion of the fluid wedge and the plate is not a
simple upward motion, but may be closer to a progressive extension of the interface by the
addition of new material, which likely explains the saturation of the vertical force.

4.2 Coated thickness
We observed (see Figure 5) that whatever the flow and materials parameters, in our range of
tests, the coated thickness is larger than the gap by a factor of about 10% (equation (1)). This
result differs from any of the result obtained so far with either Newtonian, non-Newtonian or
solid materials (see Introduction) for which the coated thickness is smaller than the gap. More
surprising, the result in the form of equation (1) is independent of all parameters of the flow:
blade angle, velocity, gap, initial thickness, fluid yield stress.
This effect is reminiscent of the swelling of certain polymer solutions at their exit of a die, as a
result of normal stress effects. There are however several reasons for which such effects cannot
be at the origin of this swelling: normal stress effects generally appear at sufficiently large
velocities whereas here we observe the same swelling in all our range of velocities (over 2
decades); when increasing the initial layer thickness, normal stress effects taking place in the
sheared layer would concern a smaller fraction of the flow and would become smaller, whereas
here we observe no impact of the initial layer thickness; even for viscoelastic liquids the coated
layer has been observed to be smaller than the gap.
Another possibility is to have a velocity profile different from that shown in Figure 1a, now
with a velocity larger than that of the channel in some region. If such an effect was sufficiently
marked, the mass conservation would impose a larger thickness when the whole velocity profile
gets back to the uniform channel velocity. However such an effect can only result from a
sufficient fluid inertia. It can hardly be expected to occur at our lowest velocities and it should
vary with the velocity.
The explanation we suggest relies on an aspect of the fluid behavior we have so far neglected,
namely its elastic behavior in the solid regime. Indeed, according to our description of the
process we have a mass of material (i.e. the heap) pushed by a blade and moving above a fluid
layer essentially at rest. The heap of material transported by the blade along the channel may
be seen as an object displaced over a layer of elastic solid material. As shown in [17] when
some solid object is displace in a yield stress fluid elastic deformations in the solid regime take
place in some region around a liquid region surrounding the object. Here we may thus have
some elastic deformation in the solid regime in the fluid region remaining in its solid regime
ahead and below the heap. Then, when the object is removed, i.e. after the blade motion beyond
this region, these deformations may be recovered. Finally the amount of fluid behind the blade
somehow behaves as a hand slightly pushed against a mattress and displaced along the surface
of the mattress. Note however that this last argument is only a rough qualitative analogy which
could hardly be further elaborated since a mattress is in general significantly compressible,
which is not the case of our materials. Although this argument seems qualitatively sound we
have no further argument to explain the proportionality between the gap size and the coated
thickness.
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4.3 Heap geometry
The shape of the heap formed in front of the blade mainly results from the balance between the
force exerted on it from below and its tendency to stop flowing below the yield stress. Such a
behavior is reminiscent of the deposits formed by stoppage of yield stress fluids over solid
surfaces [21-22]. We can use similar arguments for quantitatively estimating the characteristics
of such a flow. We describe the heap shape in 2D (in a vertical plane along the channel
direction) through its height ( Y (x) ) above the sheared region, which is assumed to be
horizontal. Then we assume that the pressure is hydrostatic and neglect the atmospheric

pressure, i.e. p  g Y  y  , where  is the fluid density and g the gravity. Note that this
assumption is known to be valid essentially for small slopes of the free surface, i.e. small values
of H L , which is not always the case in our tests and could be at the origin of a discrepancy
between the theory and the data in some cases. Applying the momentum equation over a volume
corresponding to a fluid layer between two vertical planes situated at x and x  dx we deduce,
after integration of the pressure over the corresponding height, the following differential
equation for the heap height:

gY

dY
 
dx

(4)

where  is the shear stress amplitude in the sheared layer, which is assumed to be uniform. We
finally get after integration of (4) along the sheared layer:

g

H2
 L
2

(5)

which may also be expressed
H2
2
 
L
g

(6)

Owing to our observations we can consider that the stress results from the uniform simple shear
of a layer of thickness  , so that we have

   c  k V  n

(7)

which may be approximated by    c for sufficiently slow flows.
The expression (6) along with (7) predicts trends in agreement with our experimental
observations:  is approximately proportional to  c and, if the variations of  are negligible,
slowly varies with the velocity. It also predicts that for a given scratched volume, i.e.
HL 2  Cst. , we will have the scaling laws

H c
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and L   c

1 3

, which means that for

increasing yield stress the heap will be higher and shorter, in agreement with our experimental
observations.
Figure 13 gathers the experimental results for α represented as a function of a shear stress
defined as in (7). In the latter expression we used δ = 15 mm for h0  7 mm and δ = 10 mm
for h0  7 mm which correspond to rough estimations from our PIV observations. In fact, since
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there are two terms in the stress expression and only one of them involves a power of  at an
exponent significantly smaller than 1, the exact value for  in a range of say [10-20 mm] does
not impact the conclusions below. For example in this range the maximum horizontal shift of
data around those shown in Figure 13 is +8% and -5%, inducing a possible variation of the
slopes discussed below of -8% and +5%.
For all data with h0  7 mm we effectively find a single linear relationship as expected from
(6), which confirms the general scaling obtained through the above theoretical approach. In that
case the factor of proportionality is nevertheless slightly smaller than in theory, i.e. 1.7 instead
of 2. We can finally consider that as long as the gap is larger than about 7 mm the heap behavior
is rather well described by the above scheme and theory.
Linear relationships are also obtained for smaller gaps. However now different values for the
coefficient of proportionality are obtained when the aspect ratio varies. Moreover this
coefficient is now significantly larger than 2 (see Figure 13). This means that some of our
assumptions in the above theory fail. The hydrostatic pressure distribution might now be
invalid, which would directly lead to a coefficient different than 2 in (6). Another possibility is
that the stress is in fact significantly larger than assumed (expression (7)), in particular at the
approach of the blade tip, which would lead to a larger apparent coefficient when using (7) in
(6).
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Figure 13: Values of α as a function of the shear stress scaled by gravity for all the tests:
(filled squares) our different data for h0  7 mm ; (triangles) h0  2 mm and h1  7 mm ,
(circles) h0  2 mm and h1  5 mm .

4.4 Force
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According to the flow scheme presented above we could expect that the force essentially would
correspond to the force resisting the gliding of the heap above the layer at rest in the channel,
so that it would simply write

F  LD cos 

(8)

where D is the channel width and  is the angle of inclination of the shear-band. In Figure 14,
in which we plotted various data, we see that this theory is not valid: the force is significantly
larger (by a factor between 2 and 5) than the value given by (8).
It is nevertheless remarkable that all the force data rescaled by the shear stress fall along a
master curve as a function of the length of the shear-band (see Figure 14). Remarkably the
master curve is valid for both regimes (for any h0 value). Finally these data are rather well
represented (within 25%) by the following equation:

F
 0.03  1.5L
D

(9)

This suggests that the work supplied by the blade displacement ( Fdx for an elementary
displacement) induces a viscous dissipation with a mean stress of the order of  in a volume
larger, say by a factor  , than the shear-band volume. Indeed under these conditions we get
Fdx  eLD , in which   dx e and e the thickness of the shear-band, from which we
deduce F  LD . This could be justified by the fact that even if we essentially observe, in the
velocity fields obtained by PIV, a shear-band where most of the shear allowing the heap
displacement tends to be localized, some significant amount of fluid inside the heap is
progressively deformed in its liquid regime which gives rise to an additional viscous dissipation
term (with regards to that associated with the shear-band) in the energy balance. Note that an
estimate of the potential energy change due to the vertical displacement of fluid in the heap,
shows that this vertical motion plays a negligible role in the viscous dissipation.
This result suggests that the force balance leading to (8) is not exact because it does not include
normal stresses acting along the shear-band and resulting from the heap weight and the
deformation of the fluid around the heap. At this stage we do not see how to estimate simply
the corresponding term, but we can remark that it resembles the effect observed for the
displacement of an object through a yield stress fluid i.e. the force is the sum of a term due to
the flow of a volume of material in its liquid regime around the object, and a force associated
with elastic deformations of the material at larger distance [23-24]. This explanation is also
consistent with our interpretation of the result concerning the thickness of the coated layer larger
than the gap (see §4.2). At last this seems to provide an explanation for the finite force recorded
when L tends to zero (see Figure 14): a small initial displacement will essentially induce a
deformation of the fluid in its solid regime, associated with a fast increase of the force, up to a
point where the liquid regime is reached in some part of the fluid; this effect seems to be
observable in Figure 10 where the normal force seems to rapidly reach a finite step then
increases more slowly.
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Figure 14: Force scaled by the shear stress (see text) as a function of the length of the
shear-band for all our tests (see Table 1) at velocity V  50 mm.s-1 :  c  42 Pa (circles),

 c  49 Pa (diamonds),  c  98 Pa (triangles). Data corresponding to a velocity V  1 mm.s-1
and  c  98 Pa are represented by crossed squares. The dotted line is equation (8) with   0
, the dashed line is equation (9).

5. Conclusion
Our experiments show the original characteristics of the blade-coating of yield stress fluids.
First of all the coated layer has a uniform thickness slightly larger than the blade height, which
strongly contrasts with the current observation with simple liquids (i.e. significantly smaller
thickness). This effect is likely due to the elasticity of the fluid in the solid regime: the scraping
of the material by the blade induces some slight elastic squeezing of the bottom layer of the
material (still in its solid regime) which then gets back to its initial shape just behind the blade.
A second characteristic of the blade coating of a yield stress fluid is the accumulation of material
(heap) at the front of the blade: as a result of the uniform coated thickness behind the blade the
volume of this heap grows with the blade displacement. It appears that its shape is close to that
resulting from a slump of yield stress fluid submitted to a uniform shear stress at the bottom.
A third aspect is that the fluid is mainly sheared along a layer (i.e. liquid layer) of thickness
almost independent of the fluid yield stress, blade height, and velocity. This effect is
reminiscent of the flow characteristics recently observed with yield stress fluids under different
flow conditions involving the displacement of a mass of fluid relatively to another one (flow
through a wedge [15], motion of a plate through a bath of fluid [17]), flow through a larger
cavity [19]): the formation of a kind of shear band of almost constant thickness and in which
the shear rate is approximately homogeneous. This suggest an origin for the two different
regimes distinguished depending on the relative values of the blade height and this sheared
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thickness: when the blade height is larger than the liquid layer thickness the flow characteristics
are independent of the blade height, the thickness of the solid region between the bottom and
the liquid layer simply growing with the blade height; when the blade height falls below the
liquid thickness the flow characteristics are more complex since the liquid layer cannot keep its
thickness at least around the blade.
Future studies could focus on full numerical simulations of this type of flow, or on experiments
closer to that encountered when coating mortars of cosmetic pastes, i.e. with a blade inclined
close to the horizontal, which likely involves a stronger squeezing flow component.
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